
swarb.co.uk – Media Information
We:

 provide an immense case law research resource for UK legal practitioners – professional and
academic. We locate, analyse and cross reference cases, adding, where available, links to 
full text and to cases cited. 

 help law researchers to decide what case law they should read, and to find it. Time and again
we will have the only such resource available for free on the web.

 show readers what other cases are relevant. They can explore the resource to extend their 
research.

 are straightforward and highly effective, not at all 'fluffy'. Search engines point to our pages,
people find what they want, and are more and more ready to come back again.

 have a high value and very focussed and engaged audience. 

Activity
Engagement - Google Analytics Rankings – similarweb.com

Monthly Sessions Users Time on 
Site

Pages /
user

Page 
Views

Bounce 
Rate %

Global UK   Government /
Law Sector

May '15 274k 146k 5:15 1.55 425k 73.26% 187897 19907 427
Jun '15 112k 80k 3:35 1.52 171k 74.56% 330931 48286 823
Sep '15 155k 109k 3:51 1.59 246k 74.15% 269188 42333 590

Year to: Sessions Users Time On Site Pages 
/User

Views Bounce Rate %

Sep '15 2056k 1090k 3:10 1.52 3132k 74.84%

Our traffic is increasing steadily and consistently. We are usually doubling the figures for the same 
month in the preceding year.

Our users are widely based. Over 50% are from within the UK, but the common law is used 
throughout the Commonwealth (and former commonwealth) countries. 

Our engagement vary with the legal and academic terms. We peak in May, descending to the annual
low in July, and begin to climb again in August, accelerating to the second highest point in 
November.

Nearly all our traffic is organic, and we retain a high proportion of 'desktop' users. Users search for 
case names and find us. As time goes on and people search more regularly by case reference our 
penetration of search results will improve again..

Our visitors do not arrive by accident, they are not passers by. They are looking for law – for what 
we have. People are directed here after a search engine confirms that we have the information they 
need. Visitors arrive not at the index page but at 'post' level – at the case they seek.



Demographics:

Gender:

Male 40% Female 60%

Age distribution:

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

62% 20% 7% 5% 4% 2%

Geographic:

UK 51.81%

Malaysia 5.31%

Australia 5.11%

Hong Kong 3.65%

Singapore 2.43%

Kenya 2.22%

Remaining visitors are in various common law countries.

We are content to provide more detailed figures upon enquiry.

Opportunities

Adverts are displayed within a right hand column, readily holding graphics up to 300 pixels wide. 
Two 300wx350h graphics will always appear 'above the fold' on standard screens.

The page layout is responsive and appears appropriately on tablet and mobile screens.

Advertisements are placed site-wide. The site contains a very large number of pages, and though 
some are more popular than others, none are so popular individually as to justify picking pages out. 

Adverts can also be placed in the footers.
Prices are listed in CPM (cost per 1,000 impressions). Prices are given for standard ad sizes, but 
others will be considered and quoted for readily. 

Ad Unit Size (pixels wxh) Rate CPM

Medium CPU above
the 'fold' (Max 2)

300x250 £15.00

Medium CPU – below
the fold

300x250 £10.00

Footer 300x250 £2.00

Adverts of different sizes are charged by the number of pixels in proportion to the above

Terms and Conditions

We refer to our standard terms and conditions which apply to all advertisement contracts accepted.



Contact: 

David Swarbrick - dswarb@gmail.com – 0795 457 9992 / +44(0)1484 380326

10 Halifax Road, Brighouse, West Yokshire, England HD6 2AG



Notes:
The layout for each page is fundamentally the same:
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